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The method of canonical transformation is applied to the pseudo-scalar meson theory with pseudo
scalar coupling. It will be shown that tbe Tanj1)-Foldy~) transformation results as the best one when 
regarded as a variational function among the similar family of transformation. The resulting Hamil
tonian was ordered assuming some cut-off for the virtual meson momentum, and performing the mass 

renormalization. This Hamiltonian shows a good tendency to account for the S.phase shifts for the 
nucleon 1t-meson scattering; the L-S coupling (or· q; X 1t) in the isotopic spin space, which is positive for 
the T=3/2 state and negative for the T=I/2 state, becomes rwice as large as obtained by the pertur
bation theory. 

§ 1. Construction of effective Hamiltonian 

The Hamiltonian of the system composed of pseudo-scalar mesons interacting through 

pseudo-scalar coupling with the nucleon system is given by ;4) 

HoM = (1/2) I (7r~+~(f1-2-J)~)dx, 
HON = ~ </J* ( - ip! err + psm)</J dx, 

R!=g~</J* P2(.~) </J dx. 

(1·1) 

(1·2) 

(1·3) 

(1.4) 

Here we transform the state functional as following, with the unknown function 15); 

(1.5) 

We now determine the form f by requiring that, when (1. 5) is regarded as a variational 

function with f to be determined (7J! 1 is then replaced by one of the eigen state (RoM + 
Ho N) 7J! 0 = l!,~ 7J! 0)' the energy expectation value is to be stationary. 

For this purpose, we first construct the transformed Hamiltonian; 

eG(J)(HoM + HoN+H,Je-G(J) 

*) This work was prepared for the International Conference on Theoretical Physics held in Japan 
(September 1953.) 
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=1/21 (7r~+~(P.2-L1)~)dx+ ~1'* (-i)Pl«(JP) 1' dx+ ~1'*P3Am(f)1' dx. 

+ 11'* (P l7r+ «(JP)~) (~( ,~)A (f) +rApvU) + (, x ~)Pl A .. (f) 1'dx 

where 

+ ~1'*p~ps(f) (.~) 1'dx 

A,,,(f) =m cos (2 (~~) 1/'1) -g (~2) 1/2sin(2(~2)f), 

A ps(!) = (~~ 1/2 sin (2 (9~)1/'1) +g cos (2 (~2)1/'1). 

(1· 7) 

(l.8) 

(1· 9) 

(1.10) 

(l.11) 

Then the variation in the energy expectation value with respect to f (functional variation) 

(1·12) 

comes from the third term of (1.6) and from the last term, because the first and second 

term is independent of the 1 and, others are odd in meson field variable. 

However, the last term is, as well known, related to the derivative coupling (the 4-th 

term in the right hand side of (1. 6) ), and represents normal dependent term. So, we 

put this term out of consideration, because they must be considered in combination with 

4-th term (pseudo-vector term). 

Then, we have as a stationary expression for the energy, 

(1.13) 

To evaluate this expression, it is necessary to take the vacuum expectation value of A,,, (I). 
This can be given as follows; 

=_l-I'CS(m cos (2xf(x» - o·x sin(2xf(x»e- i 'Uoodx]e-«JIS'!>o/2)",2 duo 
(27Z')3 J b 

(1·14 ) 

So that the variation with respect to f(x) gives; 

~<Am(f) )0 00 '-2xm sin (2x!(xH-2gx2 cos (2xf(x» =0, 
ij , 

(1.15) 

namely, 
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I(x) = __ I_.tan- 1(L x), (1-16) 
2% m 

and is just the transformation function due to Foldy.21 

Thus, the Tani-Foldy transformation is proved to be the best one (under the restric

tion mentioned above (1- 13» and in this case we have for A's 

A =_1_( 1 
2m¢2 1 + (g/my¢2 

1 ') 

A =L 1 
P" 2m vI + (g/m)2ljl 

Aps=o-

§ 2. Ordering of the Hamiltonian 

(1-18) 

(1-19) 

(1-20) 

(1-21) 

(1- 22) 

Ordering of the A's are performed by first making their ~Fourier analysis, e_g_, the 

functional Fourier analysis with respect to meson variable ¢? and then ordering the exponen

tial function_ The following formulae are sufficient for further calculations; 

f«,2)1/2)= 2 ff«~2)01/2y)e-Y2/2-~ 1 J'2n+2( ~ )"e-(¢2/2(¢2)O)dy, (2-1) 
(27rf/20 n=0(2n+1)! (¢2)0 

(,e)/(~2)1/2)=(e,) 2 ff«,p2»01/2y)e- II'!2iJ(_1_- 1 )y2",+2 X 
(27r) 1/2 0 . n=O 2n! (21Z+1)! 

(2-2) 

(where ?>- means the ordered operators). 7) 

After the ordering, the effective Hamiltonian becomes ; 
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'HT'=HoM + ~¢'*( -i PI a/1 +A'm pg)¢'dx 

+J¢'*pg(~?)2+~(?)2)2+ ... )¢, dX+J¢'*D (~x:. ?)) ¢' dx+ .. , 
m m3 m-

(2.4) 

The evaluation of the numerical coefficients are performed by putting the cutoff momentum 

at about nucleon mass m. 

A B C D E 

47!' 2.559 27.61 -91.49 I 7.082 2.543 

67!' 2.985 34.18 -119.35 

I 
8.049 2.545 

87!' 3.389 40.04 -143.55 8.598 2.566 

Table I. Numerical coefficients appearing in the equation (2.4). The cut-off momentum is at 
nucleon rest mass m. 

By using the abbreviation mA = m*, 

47!' 

67!' 

87!' 

'HT'=HoM + ~¢'*(-iPa(aJ7) +m*l)¢'dx 

+ r ¢'* P3(' g2 B'?)2 + g4 C' (if2r + ... ) ¢'dx 
J ,2m* 8m*3 

+ g2. D'J¢'* (ii X '4' if) ¢'dx+ ... 
4m*-

+~E'J¢'(PI ~+ (a/1)?) r¢'dx+ .... 
2m* 

B' C' D' 

0.895 -0.492 1.175 

0.862 -0.453 1.211 

0.859 -0.446 1.251 

I 
8/37!' -64/157!'2 16i37!' 

=0.849 =0.432 =1.70 I 

(2-5) 

E' 

1.036 

0.995 

0.979 

8/37!' 
=0.849 

Table II. The numerical coefficients appearing in equation (2·5). The figures are the relative 
ratio with the coefficients which is obtained by expanding (1.18)-(1.22), and if one does not take 
into account the ordering, the lowest order term gives Hamiltonian (2·5) with all coefficients 1. 

The last column is obtained by assuming g: (1j62>o»1 (strong limit) with m*= 4gV~ and 
m- (27!') 1/2 

in this case the result is not dependent on the cut-off. 

It will be seen from Table II that the core term and pseudo-vector coupling reduces slightly 
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but the L-S coupling term (".~x7r)is increased by a factor two in the strong limit. 

This is a very interesting resul t in order to explain the S-wave phase shift in the pion

nucleon scattering. 

§ 3. Discussion 

The Tani-Foldy transformation function was found to be the best one in the similar 

classes of transformations which preserves the relativistic invariance of the transformed Hamil

tonian. But it is to be shown whether the remaining interaction of the Hamiltonian thus 

derived is small or not. As to this point we cannot say anything at present, but we 

may expect that the main features of the low-momentum meson reactions are well established 

in our effective Hamiltonian. The discussion on this point will be more carefully given 

in a separate paper. 

• Of course, if it is 'found that the higher powers of the transformed Hamiltonian is 

not so weak, we' should replace the transformation functions by the more general ones; what 

we found is that the Foldy type of transformation is the best among the similar type of 

transformations. 

The authors should like to express their thanks to Professor S. Tomonaga and to 

Professor K. Nakabayashi for kind encouragements, and to the members of Tokyo Univer

sity of Education for valuable discussions on this subjects. 
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(",2)" •. 5) Here we take, for simplicity, as arguments of the function f, the form 
1 

6) The expression 77:',/(",) means 2{77:,./(",)h and its vacuum expectation value 
1 

<Z{77:,./(",) h> =0. 
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